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“ In the 4 Memoirs of Marshal de his own unremitted exertions, from the
STUDY OF MATHEMATICS.
Richelieu,’ where there are many wilderness ; he has seen those political
“ It is true of the mathematics, and TWENTY-THIRD CONGRESS....SECOND SESSION.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
things apocryphal, Soulavi gives sever institutions which are his happiness generally of the exact sciences, that,
JAMES K. REMICH.
SENATE.
al particulars of the life of the Man in and his boast, built up by his own while they furnish one of the best ex
Office*©« the Máin-Street/-opposite the Meeting- House.
MONDAY, DEC. 1.
the Iron Mask, which agree with the hands; and he is sensible that prudent ercises of the mind, the study of them
TERMS OF The gazette and palladium.
The Senate was called to order by
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— facts related by M. de Saint Mars. ■ Ac and industrious habits can alone pre may be made highly interesting and
the Vice President of the United States.
.Interest wilbbe charged on all subscript!,ohs which
Very narrow and un On motion of Mr. Grundy, the 34th rule
'remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—INo cording to Soulavi’s account, Made serve to him and his posterity the useful in itself.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub moiselle de Valois obtained the secret blessing they have gained.
just views are often taken of this sub of the Senate was so far suspended that
lisher, until all arrearages áre paid.
When America shall produce a wri ject. Many a flippant declaimer uses the present Committee on Post Offices
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for from het father, under an infamous
. any error in anj’ advertisement beyond the amount condition ; which, however, she was no ter of truly original genius, it is five to thé assumption, as if it were perfectly
and Post Roads was continued, with all
charged for its-insertion.
sooner possessed of, than she commu- * one that man will be a Yankee.— indubitable, that mathematical studies the powers and duties, which were con
nicated it to her lover, the Due de Franklin was a man whose genius, are not directly valuable to more than ferred and iiilposed upon it by a reso
mscelLaneouS
Richelieu. It is therefore not surpri more than any other of his country one scholar in a hundred or a thous lution Of the Senate of the 28th of June
[From a late English paper.]
sing that the latter should have men men, marked the age in which he and. The same standard of value last. The Senate then adjourned.
DISCOVERY OF THE ¿AM IN THE IRON MASK. tioned it to his Secretary.
I am con lived ; and there is not a trait in his which they set up, would also show
<.
TUESDAY, DEC. 2.
The Gazette de France has publish vinced that Voltaire also knew the character but is true New England. that the art of writing, or even reading,
The most eminent public ...man of the is worthless, to the great mass, and in 5000 copies of the President’s Mes*
ed a letter -written..by M. A. Billiard, truth.
“ The son of Count Montali vet ought present day is Webster; and in spite of deed to all, except in the very rare sage were ordered to be printed. The
formerly Secretary General ter the Minister'of the Interior; which would seem to be in possession of the copy made party animosities and sectional preju case where a man lives by it. Let rule of the Senate which provides for
to clear up this long cherished mystery, of the manuscript of M. de Saint Mars; dice, there is not one whose influence is such an opinion become general in re the appointment of a Committee on
in a way sufficiently marvellous. The for his father preserved with great so powerful, or whose superiority is so gard to the study of the sciences, and Public Lands, was, on motion of Mr.
letter, being done into English, runs as care all the historical documents which universally admitted. The mind of they will be abandoned. No sympa Poindexter, suspended, and the present
this eminent man is of the true New thy will be felt with their advancement Committee continued with all the pow
he could procure.”
follows:—
■
England stamp ; his eloquence is not or decline ; no general and persevering ers vested in them.
44 The secret of the Man in the Iron
[From the London New Monthly.]
showy, dazzling, or elaborate; he do^s efforts will be made to prorfiote their
Mask will doubtless be soon disclosed :
Wednesday, dec. 3.
“YANKEE NOTIONS.”
not seek to surprise you by ingenious interests, or extend their boundaries ;
the Government have authorized the
The Annual Report of the Secretary
A
Yankee
is
cautious
—
more
so
than
paradoxes,
nor
fill
your
ears
with
a
and
another
age
would
scarcely
pass
examination of the archives of the For
Scotchman. He will make no bulls, furious sound of mighty words. You away, before, the sublime principles of the Treasury, and also the Report
eign Office up to the reign of Louis the a ¡Scotchman.
but
take especial care not to be caught never think, of exclaiming between his which Newton, Kepler, and Laplace of the Treasurer was received.
Fifteenth inclusive. In the mean time,
permit me to relate how I came to be tripping in his speech. It is amusing periods, “ How fine 1” but you find him have brought to light will be forgotten.
THURSDAY, DEC. 4.
acquainted with the truth regarding this often; to see the dexterity with which persuasive, convincing, and effectual Your thorough-going utilitarian would
A message was received from the
mysterious personage. M. de Hauter- he will avoid giving a direct answer to in argument, such as no other man to then turn pale at an eclipse of one of President, accompanying one from Mr.
ive, guardian of the archives, was very a questioh where he suspects it may whom you ever listened. Sincerity the heavenly bodies, and gaze upon George W. Lafayette, presenting to
intimate with Count Mbntalivet, Minis not be altogether safe to speak posi and earnestness, full conviction of the the vast and the minute of his Creator’s Congress, in pursuance of the Will of
ter of the Interior under the Imperial tively ; and as to answering an abrupt truth, distinguish the manner of this works with brutish indifference. An his father, a copper plate, on which is
Government. Attached to the Cabinet query, without knowing why itis put, orator ; and plain and sound sense is other generation would probably look inscribed, the first engraved copy of
of this Minister, I was often required to catch him there if you can. Guessing the characteristic of his matter ; with with suspicion on any man, who, by the Declaration of Independence,
copy manuscripts confided to him by after all is not so unprofitable a prac out plain sound sense, indeed, can there acquaintance with the laws of the uni which he requests may be deposited in
M. de Hauterive, as well as to collate tice ; it is no small undertaking, at be any true eloquence ? He does not verse, should definitely indicate a fu the Library, 44 as a last tribute of re
with the originals. The most curious times, to extract evidence from a wit waste his. strength in attempts to utter ture phenomenon, as one wTho must spect, patriotic love and affection, for
merely striking things; he is not a bril needs have held intercourse with fa his adopted country.” Resolutions,
of these was the relation written by M. ness in. court.
“ Did you ever see the man drunk?” liant speaker as the epithet is common miliar spirits ; and the next would be calling for information from the Com
de Saint Mars himself, of the important
commission with which he was charg asked a counsel of a fellow on the stand. ly understood. Your brilliant speak likely to put such an one to death, as missioners of the General Land Office,
44 Why I’ve seen him jolly.”
ers are amusing, but they are not pow dangerous to the public peace. Pre were agreed to. The Senate adjourn
ed. It formed a little book resembling
“ But did you ever see him drunk ?” erful ; they are seldom effective to any diction here is but turning back the ed to Monday.
a school-boy’s copy. There cannot
“ I’ve seen him when I thought he good purpose. John Randolph was leaves of history.
exist the slightest doubt of its authenti
as brilliant a crackskull as ever spark Let it never be forgotten, that the
city. If my memory is faithful (for it had full enough.”
MONDAY, DEC. 8.
44 But was he drunk, Or was he not ?” led ; he shone among the American best exercises for the mind, and espe
is now twenty-two years since I had
Mr. Webster gave notice that on to
44 Why, he. might have been drunk ; orators a star of the first magnitude, cially for the judgment, are always morrow he would ask leave to intro
this precious document in my hands,)
found in those subjects which do not duce a bill to provide compensation to
M. de Saint Mars said, that he thought and then, again, he might not. I can’t though, by no means a fixed star.
No speaker in Congress could draw bias us for or against them. Such, em American citizens for spoliations on
it his duty to make the relation for his say he was’nt and ,1 can’t say he was*”
“Pray,” asked another, “did you an audience like him; his sayings were inently, are the mathematics, several their commerce prior to 1800.
conscience sake, as well as to render
in every man’s mouth, his reputation branches of philosophy, and the natu
an account of the manner in which fie see the defendent throw the stone ?”
TUESDAY, DEC. 9.
“ Why, Lsaw him have a stone, and filled every corner of the »Unibn* But ral sciences generally. Vigorous ap
tfeed; fulfilled his mUsion. He was the
Randolph was brilliant; and nothing plication to these will happily prepare
guardian of the Man in the Iron Mask, I suppose he might have thrown it.”
Mr. Webster asked and obtained
“ How large a stone was it ?”
more; he lacked sound sensez and thus us for the important, complicated, and leave, and introduced a bill to provide
from the moment of the latter’s birth
44 Why, I should call it a largish lacked the most efficient weapon of his otherwise embarrassing emergencies of for the settlement of the claims of Amer
down to the hour of his death. I re
warfare. People listened to him, but actual life, in which this discipline is ican citizens, for spoliations committed
member perfectly the principal con stone.”
44 But say how big it was.”
never heeded him ;for though he had most necessary, and its deficiency ut on their commerce by the French, pri
tents of the relation of M. de Saint
“It appeared to me to be a stone of talent, he had no wisdom. With all terly irreparable. William Tell could or to the year 1800 ; and the bill hav
Mars. It was predicted to the Queen,
his fame he was without influence; for never have gained such surprising skill ing been read the first and second time,
Anpe of Austria, that she should bring some; bigness,”.
while the multitude crowded to hear in markmanship, if his early exercises was referred to a Select Committee ap
“ But describe the bigness of it.”
forth twins, which should one day be
the cause of great troubles in the king 44 As near as I can recollect, it was a his brilliant speeches, no man valued had been of a character to agitate his pointed by ballot, consisting of Messrs.
his opinion a corn-stalk. He was no heart, like the requirement to shoot the Webster, Grundy, Prentiss, Preston
dom. The Queen was struck with this considerable of a stone.”
“ But can’t you compare it, and say statesman; though whatever party apple on his son’s head.”
and Shepley.
prediction. Arrived at the moment of
Babçock's Inaugural Address,
her accouchmentf she was delivered of it was as big as this thing or that thing?” could count him among its members
The Chair communicated a report
“ Why, if I should say now, I should for the moment, commonly thrust him
, a boy, whose birth was verified after
from the Secretary of the Treasury,
There is no topic of instruction made in compliance with the resolu
the official mode. When the Court say as big-as big—as a piece of chalk.’’ into the van as a forlorn hope ; yet to
attendants had retired, with the excep “Were you travelling on the.night every interest he espoused, he did as which equals in interest or importance tion of the Senate of the 5th May last,
much mischief as good. There was the study of man himself—his physical, giving statements of the Bank of the U.
tion of her own immediate servants, the this affair took place ?”
never a more useless man of genius. intellectual, and moral nature, and its S. and of the State Banks, selected for
“ I should say I was, sir.”
Queen was again seized with the pains
After a long and restless life, devoted various faculties. Because a full and the deposites of the public moneys for
“ What kin,d of weather was it ?”
of labour, and was scion delivered of a
441 should say it was a pretty con solely to political affairs, what has he extensive knowledge of our material the last year ; which, on motion of Mr.
.second Prince ; which immediately re
done ? Nothing. He is gathered to frame, belçmgs appropriately to one of Grundy, was ordered to be printed.
called and seemed so far to verify the siderable kind of weather.’?
his fathers ; and naught is left to per the learned professions, it has been too
“
Was
¡t
raining
at
the
time
?
”
prediction' which had been made to
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10.
“ It was so dark I could’ht see it rain petuate his memory but the reputation readily taken for granted, that no atten
her. In our ancient jurisprudence, it
of
a
brilliant
talker.
Words,
not
tion
should
be
paid
to
it
in
an
elementa

ing
—
I
felt
it
dropping,
though.
”
Mr.
Webster,
from
a select commit
was considered that the last born twin
deeds, have signalized his career. No ry education. We do not reason thus tee, reported a bill providing for the
“ How dark was it ?”
was .the eldest. It was;decided, there
441 had no way of telling—but it great public act is marked, with the with reference to what falls within the payment of claims for French spolia
fore, to conceal this second birth ; and
name of him whose voice was loudest scope of the other professions, and why tions previous to 1800.
was
not light by a jugfull.”
the infant was;delivered to M. de Saint
44 Can’t you compare it to some and longest in the councils of the na should the perversion be longer tolera The following resolution submitted
Mars, who was ordered to depart imme
tion during the most critical period of ted here ? Why should not the prin yesterday by Mr. Benton, was taken
diately jfor Bourgogne,.where he had/a thing,?”
“ Yes—if I ,was going to compare it its existence.—Such is a brilliant man ! ciples of physiology, at least, be taught up for consideration :
residence. Arrived at the age of six
Randolph could never have been a in every course'of liberal study?—
Resolved, That the Secretary of the
teen,the young man suspected the mes to any thing, I should say it was about
New
Engl.and.-man.;
the
:
production,
of
Without
invading
at
all
the
appropriate
Treasury
be directed to communicate
as
dark
as
a
stack
of
black
cats
1
”
sages which came from time to time
The highest praise which a French such a being in that country, would sphere of medical science—or counte to the Senate the correspondence with
from the court related to . hjnis.elf.
Profiting by a momentary absence of man imagines he can-bestow upon an have been an anomaly in the operations nancing that worst kind of quackery the Bank of the U. States on the sub
M. de Saint Mars, he forced open- the individual is to call him a man of'Spirit. of Nature ; and had the thing occurred, and empiricism, which, yith a super ject of the branch drafts, and dividends
lock of a cabinet in which that person An Englishman describes his best he would not have found himself in a ficial and imperfect knowledge, causes withheld, not heretofore communicated.
: kept his,letters and he read enough friend is a “ good natured, s’ensible fel ebngenial element ; he could not have each one to become his own physician, Also, to inform the Senate whether the
a . Yankee’s special commenda gained eminence there; the Yankees it would .purify the minds of educated Directors on the part of the Govern
to discover: who, in reality.^ he was. low
,.M. .de Saint Mars when he returned and tion from his neighbors is, that he is a would have; put his brilliant qualities men of much crudeness, and give them ment have been refused access to the
. found what had taken -pl ape, ordered “ smart, enterprising man.” Nothing to a test too rigid and severe before sympathy and interest in enlightened books and accounts of the institution.
him on the peril of his life to. be silent, for a Yankee like enterpriseand they greeted him with the title of44 New and qualified practitioners of the heal Mr. Tyler presumed that no gentle
as to his discpvery.; Having, immedi good qualities to him are worth 1’ltle England’s favorite son.” The eccen ing art. It would also enlarge their man could have any objection to the
ately sent off: a courier to the Court without it. I think it is in Cicero’s new tric sallies of the man of Roanoke own sphere of observation in the mi passage of the resolution—it was desi
with the news, he received orders to ly discovered i44 Republic,” “ Never would not have passed for wisdom at nute aiid complicated manifestations of rable that the information should be
obtained. But he felt that it was due
. proceed to the Isle Saint Marggref with rest satisfied with virtue without use Boston ; and most assuredly no forty divine wisdom in the human frame.”
to the Committee on Finance to say
his. pupil,- who then, became his prison fulness.” This is a true Yankee max thousand inhabitants of Massachusetts
Cure
for
a
Cough.
—
Take
a
lump
of
would
have
returned
him
to
Congress
that
if the honorable gentleman who
im
—
give
your
gobd
qualities
action.
er. M. de Saint Mars repeats frequent
ly that he took always the greatest ’To him it is inconceivable that a man year after year, without more evidence alum the bigness of a hen’s egg, put it offered the resolution had waited a few
care , of the unfortunate youth ; he shotild be good for any thing who does of his usefulness than he was accustom into a quart of good molasses and cim- days, the necessity of submitting it
speaks of the gentleness of his charac not make his presence felt among, those ed to bear home at the end of the ses mer the same over the fire in an earth would have been entirely obviated.—
sion. A Yankee will choose his repre en vessel till the alum is dead, and The subject of it had attracted the at
ter, and of the resignation with which, around him.
sentative
as he chooses his minister or wheq cool take a spoonful as often as tention of the Committee. It was of
A
stirring
spirit,
stirring
deeds,
a
he supported a captivity which was
stirring life—these form the common his every day coat—taking care that you feel the cough coming on, and in a considerable importance, and in a few
only to finish at his death.
,
days a full report would be made on
“ The perusal’ qf the manuscript of theme of praise : and if a man is said he wears well and does good service. short time you will get relief.
the subject by the committee.
“ Holloa 1 you man taking a nap !”
M. de Saint Mars left upon me a pro to be good, it will be necessary to an
The ship Victoria, Capt. N. W. Merrill,
Mr. Benton observed, that under the
found and most melancholy impression. swer the question,*—“ Good for what ?” cried a fellow from the gallery to a
which
arrived
at
this
port
on
the
8th
inst.
circumstances,
he had no objection that
representative
whom
he
spied
treating
What
has
he
done
9
”
was
Napole-,
I was obliged to read it attentively, but
from Liverpool, has been absent otily sixtywith rapidity. It was our duty to for oh’s query when any man was said to himself to a doze during a narcotic four days ; during which time she was the resolution lie on the table, and
get matters like these confided to our possess talent; and yOur Yankee is. discourse,: 44 wake up there ! the State twenty-jive days in dock, thereby making made a motion to that effect, which
discretion. The clerk who made a pretty much of the same way of think-, don’t pay you three dollars a day for the passages out and home, in the unprece prevailed.
copy of this important document is ing, being accustomed to require con sleeping*” Neither is the Yankee dis dentedly short period of thirty-nine days.
THURSDAY, DEC. 11.
named Amyot; and I believe resides stant evidence of a man’s usefulness posed to pay his representatives for
N.Y.Enq.
The
Senate
proceeded
to the special
still in Paris. The late M. Goubault, ere . he allows him the praise of doing talking. The Congress gentlemen, it
order
of
the
day,
being
the
election of
is
notorious,
are
terrible
long
talkers,
his
duty
among
men.
And
well
that
Prefect of War; read, as well as myself,
Fire.—The Paper Mill and a valuable
the original, I believe that M. Labiche, it is so ; he has seen the soil which but. among these the New England saw and grist mill, at Meredith village, N. H. the Standing Committees, which are as
follows:
were burnt on the 3d inst.
gives him subsistence conquered, by members are the least offenders.
chief clerk, did so likewise.

McKay, Anthony.

the extension of
Judiciary ;,
as relates to tne
oj the
me juuiviaiy

sw
wya 8
McKay, Anthony.
MAIL ARTICLES
On Foreign Relations—Messrs. Clay, son, Coffee, Bunch,^Messrs.
White of New system of the United States, be referred to
Naval
Affairs
—
M
-----King of Georgia, Mangum, Sprague and York, Milligan, Watmough, Lansing, Reed, the Committee on the Judiciary—that so The
r
correspondence of the Philadelphia Inquirer SATURDAY, DECEMBER 20, 1834.
at Washington says :
much
of
it
as
relates
to
the
amendment
of
Tallmadge.
Gravson, Parker, Smith, Wise.
Congressional Election.—We publish
It is said that Mr. Grundy is to go into
On Finance—Messrs. Webster,
Foreign Affairs—Messrs. Wayne, Ev the Constitution, in relation to the election
below returns of the votes for Representative
the
Post
Office
Department,
and
Mr.
Barry
Wright, Tylers Mangum and Ewing.
erett of Massachusetts, Hall of North Caro of President and Vice President of the U. 1
to Congress, at the second trial, in this dis
i to be provided for in some way that will
On Commerce—Messrs. Silsbee, King < ilina, Coulter, Jarvis, Pierson, Patton, States, be referred to à Select Committee— is
trict, on the 8th instant, from all the towns
relieve
both
himself
and
the
public
from
the
that so much of it as relates to the destruc- i
of Alabama, Sprague, Waggaman and Letcher, Peyton.
fruits
of
his labors in that department. Mr. except Cornish and Newfield. It appears
tion
of
the
building
occupied
by
the
Treas

Territories—Messrs. Allan of Kentucky,
Wright.
Grundy has given in his adhesion to Van that the report alluded to last week, that
On Manufactures—Messrs. Freling- Potts, Johnson of New York, Wilson, ury Department, and to the erection of a
new building for the use of the Treasury Buren.
no meeting was held in Acton, was incorrect.
Jones
of
Ohio,
Ewing,
Gamble,
Cage,
huysen, Knight, Morris, Prentiss and
Department, be referred to the Select Com
December.
September.
Trumbull.
Tyler.
Rumors.—The New York Gazette says
*3 CO
œ
Revolutionary Pensions—Messrs. Ward mittee on the Public Buildings.
Q
On Agriculture—Messrs. Brown,
0
0
»
2
fs
sa
0
well, Barringer, Tompkins, Moore of Vir
Resolved, That the |Select Committees a rumor was current in Wall street on Fri
0
Kent, Robinson, Morris and Swift.
day, that orders had been received at the
S'
71c&
ginia, Lea of Tennessee, W. K. Fuller, have leave to report by bill or otherwise.
On Military Affairs—Messrs. Benton,
Navy Yard from Washington, to have all
Q.
5*
5'
5
FbvVIer, Bell, Lay.
Mr. Clayton of Geo. attacked that
qq
oq
Tipton, Çlayton, King of Alabama and
Invalid Pensions—Messrs. Miller, Beale, resolution referring the French part of the vessels now on the stocks in such a state
78*
114 99 24
99
of forwardness as to allow of their being .Alfred,
Preston.
Adams of New York, Schonck, Chilton,
9 93
4 maj. 109
Acton,
On the Militia—Messrs. Robinson, Chaney, Mitchell of Ohio, Brown of New the Message to thq Committee on For launched within 30 days notice.
141
39 55
22
31
Berwick,
eign
Relations,
and
moved
that
it
be
' Hendricks, Waggaman, McKean and York, Janes.
207 150
67
56
2
A gentleman of large fortune, in the city Biddeford,
264 288
Roads and Canals— Messrs. Mercer, referred with instructions;—in sub
100 130
Buxton,
7
Swift. ,
of
New
York,
purchased
on
Monday
last,
97 171
44 74
1
On Naval Affairs—Messrs. Southard, Blair, Vinton, Stewart, Rencher, Johnson stance, that the Committee report ad an elegant house on Hudson square, for Eliot,
242 249
verse to the message, speak “ Peace,”
68 118
Hollis,
3
Bibb, Robbins, Tallmadge and Black. of Maryland, Lucas, Pope, Reynolds.
$20,000, and in a few hours afterwards Kennebunk, 163 136 2 212 206
“ Peace,” and manifest a desire to con
Révisai and Unfinished Business
On Private L^and Claims—Messrs.
“ presented it as a new year’s gift to the
166 222
32 79
3
Messrs.
Dickson,
Harrison,
McVean,
Shinn,
tinue in friendly relations with our an widow of one whose name is recorded among K. Port,
Black, Naudain, Kane, Porter and
28 222
8 99 2
7
Kittery,
Taylor of New York.
cient ally.
84 101 2 137
8 116
the most distinguished of the land.” [Is it Limerick,
Shepley;
Accounts—Messrs. Mann of Pennsylva
The substance of Mr. Clayton’s ar the widow of Alexander Hamilton or Dewitt Lebanon,
177 50 101
77 70
On Indian Affairs—Messrs. White, nia, Lee of New Jersey, Mitchell of New
127 163 129
75 199
Limington,
gument was, that the message was im- Clinton ?]— Salem Gaz.
Fi'elinghuysen, Tipton, Swift&Smith. I York, Crockett, Osgood.
150 117
83 52
Lyman,
politic,
—
that
it
provoked
French
pride,
^Claims—Messrs. Bell, Naudain,
74 122 35
N. Berwick, 25 84 3
The following Standing Committees of
and gave cause for the rejection of all
The Cincinnati Transcript says:—* The Parsonsfield, 37 165
95 232 85
Brpwn, Tipton and Shepley.
the House, appointed at the last session,
our claims,—that it hurried on war,— Hon. R. T. Lytle, and J. W. Mason. Esq. Saco,
381 245
190 157
2
On the Judiciary—Messrs. Clayton, remain through the Congress ;
his late opponent, are both lying exceeding Sanford,
141
75 70
90 35
Leigh, Preston, Smith and Bell.
On Expenditures in Department of that it demanded dangerous powers for
64 89 74
43 92
Sbapleigh,
On Roads and. Canals—Messrs. Hen- State—Messrs. A. H. Shepperd, Day, the President,—that it was calculated ly ill.”
7 135
S. Berwick, 96 64 3 149
by
involving
us
in
a
war,
not
only
to
dricksy Kent, Robbins, Robinson and Beaumont, Bodie, Patterson.
61 218 27
Waterboro’, 22 90
The
Pirates.
—
Judge
Story
took
his
seat
On Expenditures in Department of the destroy our commerce but re-awaken
144 272
69
45
McKean..
on the bench of the U. S. District Court Wells,
163 235
58 111
7
On Pensions—Messrs. Tomlinson, Treasury—Messrs. Allen of Vermont, P. sources of dissension at home—a new Room, to hear the arguments of Counsel for York,
C.
Fuller,
Harper
of
Pa.,
Spangler,
Clarke
tariff
—
NEW
taxes
—
new
financial
reg

Tallmadge, McKean, Prentiss and
a new trial of the seven convicted pirates,
1537 2085 12 3443 3452 976
ofN. Y.
ulations, &c. &LC.—all dangers from and was supported as before by Judge Davis.
Preston.
On Expenditures in Department of War which we had just escaped,—that the
The whole of the morning was occupied by
On the District of. Columbia—Messrs. —Messrs. Whittlesey of N. Y., Deberry,
The Governor and Council of this State
French had been our friends—had Mr. Hilliard and Mr. Child in their plea.
met at Augusta on the 10th and adjourned on
Tyler, Kent, Bibb, Tomlinson and Chambers, Webster, Halsey.
done us service, that the recollection of The five men who received their dis the 12th inst. Very little important business
Southard.
On Expenditures in Department of Na
On Revàlutionary Claims—Messrs. vy—Messrs. Hall of Maine, Hentington of the past,—the portraits of Lafayette charge, occupied the back seat of the Court was transacted during the session. The second
and Washington now overlooking the Room, and the Spanish Consul remained in day of January next was designated for the
Moore, Smith, White, Leigh and Fre- N. Y., Ramsay, Sloane, Van Houten.
Court till 1 o’clock. None but members of
On Expenditures in Department of Post Hall of the House itself, should ad
execution of Sager, convicted of the murder
linghuysen.
'
the bar were admitted, in consequence of
monish
members
not
to
be
precipitate
Office
—
Messrs.
Hawes,
Fulton,
Burns,
On the Contingent Expenses of the
of bis wife. The votes for Senators were ex
in action, but to reflect much before the smallness of the room, and the argument amined during the session, a list of which is
Senate—Messrs. Knight, Tomlinson, and VVagener,. Lay,
being
purely
a
legal
and
abstruse
one.
Mr.
On Expenditures on Public Buildings— they took a leap in the dark.
annexed. No choice was effected by the
Mpr'ris.
Boston Journal.
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Shep Messrs. Whallon, Darlington, Brown, Clayton then contended that it was the
people, it seems, in the 7th, Sth and 10th Sen
Henderson, Hard,
duty of Congress, as soon as possible,
The Boston Gazette of Monday, Dec. 15, atorial districts. This result, in the 10th dis
ley, Robinson and Morris.
On motion of Mr. Hubbard,
bypassing his amendment to show to says,—-(i The Thermometer at 8 last eve
The Senate adjourned till Monday.
Resolved, That the Committee on Rev the French people that the warlike ning was at 0. This morning, at half past trict (Somerset County,) was produced by
[It will be seen by the above list of the Com
counting the vot^s of Corinna in that Coun
mittees of the Senate, that Isaac Hill has no olutionary Pensions be instructed to inquire Message was not responded to,—that 4 o’clock, 10 below 0—7 A. M, 3 below 0.
appointment upon either of them ! This fact into the expediency of providing by law for while we insisted on our just claims, Thermometer faces South —probably the ty, notwithstanding that town was annexed
to Penobscot County in 1832, and their votes
shows the estimation in which he is held at the the publication, semi annually, in those
and intended to maintain them, we coldest snap for some years. At Roxbury last year were counted in Penobscot County
’$eat of Government ]
newspapers printed in the respective States,
at
day-break,
14
degrees
below
0.
”
which from their location may be best cal would not act with rashness. The dis
by the Governor and Council and by the
HOÜSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
The , amount of specie in the U. States Senate.
culated to give information, and which shall pute he said was about a matter of fact
MONDAY, DEC. 1.
be designated for that purpose by the Sec —the amount due us—none disputed Bank, is 15,680,381 24, and the amount of
LIST OF VOTES FOR SENATORS FOR 1835.
The Speaker took the Chair at noon, retary of War, for the time being, the names the debt itself—and upon such a ques bills in circulation, is 15,603,446 90.
3657 g1
and 188 members answered to their and the residence of all those persons rep tion, he invoked Congress not to rush
4343 Usher
McIntire
names. No important business was resented to be Jiving in said States, who are to war and bloodshed
3527 r
4348 Putnam
and in conclu We learn, says the Transcript, that or- Clark
have been received at the Naval Ren- Greene
3660 586
4347 Lincoln
transacted before the House adjourned. on the rolls of the invalid and revolutionary sion Mr. Clayton read some extracts,’ ders
dezvous to enlist 500 seamen for the FrigSecond District.
pensioners and annuitants, under the sever from the French debates upon this sub
5448
5998 Cahoon
TUESDAY, DEC. 2.
ate Constitution.
Pierce
al acts of Congress.
ject, showing with what affection the
6037 Humphrey 5439
Smith
10,000 copiés of the President’s Mes
Mr. Hawes offered the following resolu French people regarded us. These
5443
6034 Dunlap
A correspondent of the National Gazette Pu rington
sage were ordered to be printed.
tion :
6041 Farnsworth 5326 21
debates are of a very high order, nominates
,
Hon. William Drayton, as a can Latham
Third District.
Resolved, That a Select Committee, con futl of enthusiasm for us,—but with didate
for the Presidency.
i
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 3.
4889
4206 McLellan
Groton
sisting of one member from each State, be a prevailing opinion, that they were
Resolutions were adopted in respect
4894
3685 Randall
Labaree
appointed, with power to inquire into the
Judge Duval, of the Supreme Court of the Manning
to the memory of Messrs. Slade of Illi expediency of amending the laws relating about to pay us more than was due
4892
4213 Barnard
United
States,
has
resigned.
—
Boston
Cou.
4777 732
4223 Mead
Frye
nois, aqd Doming Of Vermont, both to the Military Academy at West Point, in —that their own Ministers had been
Fourth District.
of whom have deceased since the last the State of New York, or whether it would over-reached, and though something
3438
A little symptom.—We learn from Wash Emmons
5668 Cram
session.
not comport with the public interests to was due us, nothing like 25,000,000 ington that the French Minister has declined Prescott
3442
5867 Shaw
francs. The orators object strenuously, dining with the President. The cause of Farnham
5§61 Wellington 3443 619
abolish said institution.
THURSDAY, DEC. 4.
Fifth District.
After spine discussion the resolution was too, to the surrender of the privilege War will soon be complete. The General
1445
3714 Estabrook
Burnham
It. w'âà resolved that two Chaplains adopted 181 to 27. Adj,
the French enjoyed in the ports of won’t stand this !—N. F. Com. Adv.
1449 372
3646
Pillsbury
Miller
Louisiana,
which
was
surrendered
for
of different denominations be chosen
Sixth District.
TUESDAY, DEC. 9.
;a reduction of duties on wines and
THE « SPOILS.”
by Congress—one by each House, to
1081 2
1122 Bryant
Allen
,silks.
The Skowhegan Sentinel has published a
interdhange services weekly. The Re On motion of Mr. Hubbard,
Seventh District.
Resolved, That the committee on Revo
1217 221
1256 O’Brien
After Mr. Clayton came Mr. Clair- notice “ per request,” several weeks, calling Morse
ports. of the Secretary of thé Treasury
Eighth District.
■ and of the Treasurer were received,and lutionary Pensions be instructed to inquire borne of Va. who appealed to the pat upon the <£ Democratic Republicans of the
1412 51
1425 Fuller
the expediency of amending the Act of
‘10,000 copies‘ordered to be printed. into
riotism and pride of the House, stating County of Somerset opposed to the remov Chandler
Ninth District.
Congress, approved February 19, 1833, in
of
E.
Cobb,
Esq.
late
Clerk
of
the
Judi

al
The House adjourned to Monday..
3294
4676 Pierce
addition to the act for the relief of certain the extent and consequent danger of cial Courts in said County, to meet in An Bartlett
3290 235
4730 Rice
our
commerce,
and
the
folly
of
plung
Fish
surviving
officers
and
soldiers
of
the
revolu

MONDAY, DEC. 8.
son, December 23, at 10 o’clock, A. M. to
Tenth District.
ing into a war with a people who are take into consideration the sufficiency of the
3225
The following Standing Committees tion, passed June /th, 1832, so that all per
3181 Johnson
Greene
struggling
as
we
are
for
free
institutions
sons
entitled
to
pensions
for
any
disabilities
reasons urged before the Governor and Manter
3239 247
3232 Wilson
were appointed by the Speaker, pursuant
and
for
liberty.
Mr.
Clairborne
’
s
incurred in the war of the revolution, shall
Council for that unprecedented removal.”
Eleventh District.
to the order of the House.
2021
3030 Poor
(It will be recollected that the Age and Tobin
. Elections—Messrs. Claiborne, Griffin, have the right to claim and receive the same speech was of the Virginian school of
2022 315
3031 Bean
Hawkins, Vanderpool, Hannegan, Hard, in addition to any pension or annuity to eloquence. It made an impression, Sentinel announced that Mr. Cobb resign Brown
which
they
may
be
entitled
under
any
act
ed.}
and
commanded
attention,
but
left
but
Burns, Bouldin, Kilgore.
Mr. Linn (Jacksonman) has been re-elected,
In the last Sentinel we observe another
little said that Mr. Clayton left unsaid.
Ways and Means— Messrs. Polk, Wilde, of Congress for revolutionary services.
by
the Legislature of Missouri, (J. S. Senator
On motion of Mr. Mann, of New York, Then, on the other side came Mr. notice headed “ Convention,” in which
Cambrelëng, McKim, Binney, Loyall, Mc
from that State for six years from the 4th of
Resolved,
That
the
committee
on
Mili

li
the
Democratic
electors
are
requested
to
Kinley, Hubbard, Corwin.
Wayne, the Chairman of the Commit
Claims—Messrs. Whittlesey of Ohio,Bar tary Affairs be instructed to inquire and re tee on Foreign Relations, who saw “ no send the usual number of Delegates to a March next.
bour, McIntire, Gholson, Forester, Stod- port upon the expediency of abolishing the war,” nor signs of war in the Message. Democratic Republican Convention to be
James Buchanan, late Minister to Russia,
office of Major-General-Commanding-inholden at Norridgewock, Dec. 18, at 11 o’
dert, Bangs, Fulton, Miner.
was
elected U. S. Senator, by the Legislature
He
deprecated
this
early
discussion.
clock, A. M. for the purpose of concentra
Commerce—Messrs. Sutherland, Har Chief, and of providing for a fixed allow
of Pennsylvania, on the 5th inst. to fill the
Why
not,
he
asked,let
the
matter
go
quiance
and
for
a
reduction
and
more
equitable
ting
public
opinion,
and
of
recommending
per of New Hampshire, Pinckney, Heath,
etly^to the Committee proposed? The suitable candidates to fill all such vacancies vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Mr.
Pearce of Rhode Island, Gillet, Phillips, distribution of the pay, rations, and emolu
ments
of
the
General
and
Staff
Officers
of
very measures that Mr. Clayton feared, as will necessarily happen in this county du Wilkins, who has been appointed Minister to
Johnson of Louisiana, Morgan.
Russia, in place of Mr. Buchanan ! Mr. Bu
he said, he hastened by such remarks as ring the present political year.”
Public Lands—Messrs. Clay, Boon, the Army.
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
x he made. He put a club in the hands
chanan is a Jacksonman and was a leading
Signed- AbielWare,
) Count
Slade, Ashley, Inge, Williams, Lincoln,
Josiah Parhn,
> p
On motion of Mr. Connor, the House of the French, &c. &c. Then came
and a violent federalist before the old party
Casey, Clayton.
Timo. Eastman, ) ^om’
Post Office and Post Roads—Messrs. resolved, itself into a Committee of the Col. Johnson, who, though somewhat
lines were obliterated.
This is really something of a joke to see
Connor, Kavanagh, Thomas of Louisiana, Whole on the state of the Union—Mr. misty in his remarks as he usually is,
in the Chair—on the Message of agreed with Mr. Wayne.
Briggs, Murphy, Lane, Laporte, Hall of Speight
!
Then Mr. a County Convention called to select candi Hubbard, Senator elect from New-Hamp
Maine, Schley.
Ithe President of the United States.
Archer, a political friend of Mr. Clay dates for the Governor to nominate to fill shire ; Wall from New Jersey, and Buchan
all vacancies which may occur during the
Mr. Connor submitted the following res
District of Columbia—Messrs. Chinn,
ton, requested him to withdraw his year ! Not the smallest part of the joke in an from Pennsylvania, were all members of
:
W. B. Shepard, McKennan, Allen of Vir- olutions
<
the ‘ old federal party,’—and are now men
Resolved, That so much of the Presi amendment, to which after some further this case, however, is, to see the names of
ginia, Heister, Fillmore, King, Vanderpoel,
whom the worshippers of Jackson ‘ delight to
discussion,
Mr.
Clayton
consented
—
Abiel
Ware
and
Josiah
Parlin
attached
to
Steele.
1dent’s Message as relates to the political
honor.’ Mr. Shepley, Senator from this
, Judiciary—Messrs. Foster, Gordon,, relations of the United States with other and thus the debate dropped—and the a notice, calling a (i Democratic Republi
State, is not entirely free, it is believed, from
safety
valve
of
the
House
was
shut,
af

can
”
Convention
!
—
Both
these
gentlemen,
,
nations,
be
referred
to
the
Committee
on
Beardsley, Thomas of Maryland; Hardin,
every body knows, are old fashioned feder the sin of federalism. The Jackson party
Parks, Pierce of New Hampshire, Robert■ Foreign Affairs—that so much of it as re ter the escape of some little steam.
/■k-

lates to the commerce of the United States
son, Hamer.
Revolutionary Claims—Messrs. Muhlen• with foreign nations, be referred to the
berg, Crane, Bates, Standifer, Marshall,, Committee on Commerce—that so much
of it as relates to the finances, and to the
Young, Bay lies, Turrill, Kinnard.
Public Expenditures:—Messrs. Daven Bank of the United State?, .be referred to
port, Lyon, Page, Clark of Pennsylvania, the Committee on Ways and Means—that
Tweedy, McLene, Jackson of Massachu so much of it as relates to the Report of the
Secretary of War, and the public interests
setts, Hazeltine, Ferris.
Private Land Claims—Messrs. Johnson intrusted to the War Department, be refer
of Tennessee, Mardis, Carr, Galbraith, red to the Committee on Military Affairs—
Mann of New York, Bull, Chambers, Da that so much of it as relates to the Indian
tribes, be referred to the Committee on In
vis of Kentucky, May.
Manufactures—Messrs. Adams of Mas dian Affairs—that so much of it as relates
sachusetts, Denny, Dickerson of New Jer to the “ existence of extensive frauds under
sey, Martindale, McComas, Osgood, Glow- the various laws granting pensions and gra
tuities for revolutionary services, and the
ney, Cramer, Jackson of Connecticut.
Agriculture—Messrs. Bockee, Taylor of re-examination of those laws,” be referred
Virginia, Hathaway, Barnitz, Bean, Dunlap, to the Committee on Revolutionary Pen
sions—that so much of it as relates to the
Clôwney, Turner, Béaty.
Indian Affairs—Messrs. Gilmer, Mc Report of the Secretary of the Navy and
Carty, Everett of Vermont, Graham, Allen, the naval service, be referred to the Com
of Ohio, Dickinson of Tennessee, Howell, mittee on Naval Affairs—that so much of
it as relates to the Post Office Department
Love of Kentucky, Grennell.
Military Affairs—Messrs. Johnson of be referred to the Committee on the Post
Kentucky, Vance, Speight, Ward, Thomp- Office and Post Roads—that so much of it

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10.
The House proceeded to the election of a
Chaplain. On the fourth ballot, Rev. Mr.
Smith, a Presbyterian clergyman of George
town, D. C. received 99 votes and was cho
sen.
Mr. Pearce of Rhode Island, presented
the petition of John N. Reynolds, lately re
turned from a voyage of exploration in the
Pacific Ocean, and on the North West coast,
praying that an expedition may be fitted out
to survey the Island and reef in that ocean
and on that coast. The petition was rec
ommended by both branches of the Legisla
ture of Rhode Island, and Mr. Pearce stated
that the Legislatures of several other States
would join in the prayer of the memorial, as
would the merchants and Chambers of
Commerce in the principal cities of the
Union.

The Kennebec river was closed by ice, in
the vicinity of Gardiner, on the 9th inst.

are led and governed by the members of the
old federal party, and yet the leaders have the
art to persuade the people, that all Jacksonmen are democrats and all anti-Jackson men
are federalists. Those who denounced Jef
ferson and Madison in the strongest terms,
and opposed their leading measures with the
most bitterness, are now Jackson leaders and
office-holders and claim for themselves the
title of democrats ; while those who fought
the battles of democracy and bore the ‘ bur
den in the heat of the day,’ who advocated
Silas Russell, a good Whig, has been e- I and defended Jefferson and Madison and who
lected a Representative from Athens and are now opposed to the anti-republican
Brighton district on the fourth trial. The
i measures of Jackson and his partisans, are
squatters from all directions were allowed denounced as federalists by the above-named
to vote for the Tory candidate, in Brighton,
but it would not work—the Whigs were de. self-styled democrats. Such are the facts.
How much longer will the honest democrats
termined not to be beaten.
of the Country shut their eyes against these
We understand that Mr. Zenas Libby truths ? If they doubt let them enquire.
Ulli JLlUUoC
_________ _ _________ —
has been discharged from the Custom
House
The Ohio Legislature assembledi on the
in this city. His only offence is-— opposind Adv. 1st instant.
tion to F. O. J. Smith !—Portland

alists—real blue lights. We imagine that
some of our old honest Republican friends
who are delusively battleing for democracy
under the Jackson flag must feel a “ little
kind o’ queer” to say the least of it to find
themselves following such leaders. They
will learn, if they have not already learnt it,
that the essence of Jackson democracy is
the “ spoils” of office, and that any body
can be a Democrat who will lend his aid to
put certain men into office and to keep oth
ers out.—Norridgewock Journal.

[COMMUNICATED.]
We have been requested to give place in ai language which none of those present under
County Temperance Convention.—In
young enterprising physician deter
TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
our columns to the following articles from stood.
’mined toA investigate
accordance with previous public notice, dele
the subject. On examina
fe BOTAMCAL DROPS!
Pursuant to public notice, Delegates from the Christian Watchman, and Zion’s Advo- tion
gates from several of the local societies and
i
he found that she spoke the Rabinical He
town Temperance Societies assem cate. They will, doubtless, be perused with brew,
S one of the most efficacious compounds
friends of the temperance cause from eight or several
<
and
that
she
repeated
entire
sentences,
the
1
at the Rev. Mr. Wells’ Meeting-house in
nine towns in the county, assembled in Rev. bled
1
meaning of which was perfect ; that she had in the Materia Medica, for the cure of
interest
by
many
of
our
readers.
j
Mr. Wells’ Meeting-house, in this town, at ten Kennebunk, on Wednesday, the 17th day of
been a servant girl in the family of a protestant 1that class of inveterate diseases produced by
minister, who was accustomed to walk in his .an impure state of the blood, and a vitiated
o’clock on Wednesday forenoon last. The December, 1834.
From the Christian [Boston] Watchman.
Dr. Samuel Emerson of Kennebunk, was Ordination, &c. at Kennebunk, Maine. piazza, adjoining the room where she was, and .
meeting was much smaller than had been an
repeat for his own pleasure and profit passages habit of the body, and usually exhibiting
ticipated—but this is attributable, undoubt chosen President ;
Wednesday, the 10th of December, was an from Rabinical writings. This fact speaks vol- themselves
in the forms of Scrofula, Salt
'
John Skeele of Sanford, Secretary;
edly, to the badness of the travelling and the
interesting day in Kennebunk, and will long nines. It shows the capability of memory when .
Rheum, Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire, Fever
John Frost of Kennebunk, Assistant Sec be remembered by all who were present, at ,excited.
unfavorable state of the weather.—Mr. Brown,
A servant girl, uneducated, could re- t
one of the Executive Committee, attended retary.
the exercises of the day. The evening previ cite accurately passages in an unknown language Sores, (even when the bones are affected,)
The throne of grace was then addressed ous, a council of ministers and delegates, which she had transiently heard. Douglas has White Swellings, (if applied with Dr. Jebb’s
as a delegate from the State Society—Re
Mr. Phelps, Agent of the American Anti-Sla by Rev. Mr. Johnson of Saco.
from various churches, assembled at the re well supposed that this fact sheds light upon Liniment,) Foul and obstinate Ulcers, Sore
Voted, That the Rev. Mr. Morse of Bidde quest of the infant Baptist Church and Socie some parts of revelation. What are the books Legs and Eyes, Scaldhead in Children,
very Society, was also present and took part
ford, Mr. Joseph K. Miller of Kennebunk ty, to examine Mr. Thomas O. Lincoln, re mentioned in the Bible in which are recorded Scurvy and Scorbutic Gout, Pimpled or
in the deliberations of the meeting.
The Convention was called for the pur and Dr. Mitchell of Kennebunk-port, be a cently from Newton Theological Institution, the deeds of men, but an excited memory ?—
pose of deliberating upon the plan proposed, committee to examine the credentials of I who had been invited by them to become From the account given of the rich man and Carbuncled Faces, Festering Eruptions,
Venereal Taints throughout the body,
we learn that the very thing necessary and
1
by the Executive Committee of the Maine Delegates.
_
I their Pastor. After listening to his relation Lazarus
to make the former feel the justice of his suffer- ;in which last case the drops often cure when
State Temperance Society, for circulating the
Voted, That the Rev. Mr. Johnson of Saco,! of Christian experience, his call to the minis- ings
to excite the memory, “ son remem Mercury fails.
They are also the best
Maine Temperance Herald into all the fami Edward E. Bourne, Esq. of Kennebunk and try, and his views of doctrine, they unanim ber,”was
or in other words, to open the book in
Spring and Autumnal physics to purify
lies of the State, and the adoption of such Rev. Mr. Brown of Kennebunk-port be a ously agreed to proceed to ordain him upon which his deeds were recorded.
measures as might be deemed necessary for committee on Resolutions.
cleanse the system from humors which
1
the succeeding day. Rev. Isaac Merriam, of Anticipation may be the source of great happiness. and
The Rev. Mr. Johnson from the committee Wells, Me. was chosen Chairman, and Rev. It adds to the felicity of those around the throne of frequently appear at these seasons of the
the advancement of the temperance cause in
God. When the inhabitants of heaven reflect that they
this section of the State. For the proceed on resolutions presented the following :
Luther Crawford, of Portsmouth, N. H. Sec are to rise higher and higher in knowledge, in happi- year.
They also aid the process of diges
.
Resolved, That in view of what has already retary of the Council. Wednesday forenoon ness
ings of the Convention we refer the reader to
and in glory forever and ever, with what emotions tion, and by purifying the blood, prevent the
the official account, which will be found in been accomplished in the promotion of tem the new Academy, (Union Academy) recent are those spirits filled.
perance, the friends of this cause have the ly erected in the village, was dedicated to the The object of the speaker in his illustrations seemed secretion of malignant humors on the lungs.
another column.
We were unable to attend the forenoon and most abuifdant encouragement, and the purposes of Instruction. It is a beautiful ed to be to show the necessity of educating properly every The Proprietor confidently relies upon the
part of the mind in order to a faithful discharge of tha
evening sittings of the Convention. We un strongest inducement to persevering effort.
ifice, pleasantly located, and will hot suffer duties we owe ourselves, our fellow-men and our God. vast number of surprising cures effected by
This resolution was discussed by Theodore in comparison with any of the numerous In the accomplishment of this object we think him suc these Drops, not only in Boston and its vi
derstand, however, that the remarks of the
gentlemen who addressed the meeting m sup S. Brown, Esq. of Vassalborough, Rev. Mr. Academies of New England. The exercises cessful. The impression left on the minds of the audi cinity, but throughout the union, for the best
port of the several resolutions offered for its Morse of Biddeford, Rev. Mr. Johnson of were all interesting—consisting of singing, ence must have been salutary.
proof of their excellence as an unfailing Al
consideration, were interesting and calculat Saco, Mr. Skeele of Sanford, Dr. Emerson of prayers by Rev. Mr. Wells, (Unitarian,) and
S
ermon.—Text, John 5 : 30—42. The subject was terative Medicine, in all the cases above
ed to invigorate and arouse those present, and Kennebunk, Dr. Gilman of Wells, and pass Rev. Mr. Powers, (Congregationalist,) both of the claims of Christ to the Messiahship as evinced,
specified.
thus give a new impulse to the cause in this ed.
1. By the testimony of John the Baptist.
Kennebunk, and an Address by Rev. Mr.
This article has recently been pronounced
Voted, That Rev. Mr. Powers of Kenne Hague, of your city. President Babcock, of 2. By the miracles which he performed. The spea
county. The afternoon sitting was occupied
in the discussion of the resolutions relating to bunk, Dr. Joseph Gilman of Wells and Mr. Waterville College, was expected lo deliver ker discussed the nature of miracles and showed in by a physician of the first respectability,
the miracles Christ performed differed from oth- who had witnessed its surprising efficacy,
the circulation of the Herald in York County, Barak Maxwell of Wells, be a Committee on the Address, but was prevented by indispo what
ers. His were the genuine. The miracles of Mahom
and the wickedness of the use and traffip in rules and orders.
as entitled, in his opinion, to take the lead of
sition. Mr. Hague was unexpectedly called et spurious.
The Rev. Mr. Powers, from this commit upon to be his substitute, and had but few 3. By a voice from Heaven at his baptism.
ardent spirit. The latter resolution was ad
all the popular articles known for the above
vocated by Messrs. Clark of Wells, Johnson tee, reported the following rules and orders hours notice ; though, in consequence of this, 4. By the scriptures. In his application he applied complaints, and indeed it is fast gaining this
truths developed in the discourse with great effect.
of Saco, Brown of Vassalborough, and Phelps.. to be observed by the Convention during his time for preparation was short, his Ad the
The distinguishing excellence of the sermon consisted point in public estimation, throughout the
It was our intention to have given sketchesi their session, which were adopted.
dress commanded the fixed attention of a nu in moral discrimination. It was-clearly shown how country.
1. Resolved, That the meetings of this merous and delighted audience. His subject much more easily the intellect can be influenced than
of the very spirited and apposite remarksi
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
of those gentlemen on this question—but wes Convention shall be opened and closed with was the claims of the human mind tp be edu the heart. The author was extremely happy both in
his matter and manner. All the services on the occa
find it impracticable to do so to-day We prayer.
cated, derived from its constitution. He con
were deeply interesting. The right hand of fel2. Resolved, That in the discussions of this sidered briefly, but elegantly and eloquently,i sion
may again advert to them.
lowship given by Rev. Mr. Maginnis of your city was a
Convention no member shall speak more than the spiritual, intellectual, moral, social, andI most happy effort. The singing on the occasion was
Mr. Silsbee, U.S. Senator from Massachu ten minutes at one time, nor more than twice sensitive nature of man. His remarks indi. excellent, and reflected much credit upon the choir as
well as upon Mr. Willey of Dover, under whose di For Indigestion, Loss of Appetite, Listlesssetts, has expressed his intention to retire on the same subject, except by permission of cated a mind well cultivated, and deeply ver rection they sung.
the Convention,
sed
in
mental
and
moral
philosophy.
A
ness, Headache, Costiveness, Flatulence,
'
.Mr. Lincoln enters upon his labors under the most
frpm public life at the close of the present
3. Resolved, That all persons speaking shall strong impression must have been left upont flattering prospects.
C.
Cholic, Bilious Affections, fyc.
session of Congress. Mr. S. was elected a rise and address the chair.
every one present, of the dignity of his na
O comment on the efficacy of these
Voted, That when the Convention adjourn ture, its capacities of acquiring knowledge,
Member of the House of Representatives in
Temperance Meeting.
Pills, after a successful experience of
1816 and has served in that branch and the jit adjourn to one o’clock, P. M. at llns pUca and its high destination.—The Academy has
The members of the Kennebunk Temper
After prayer by the Rev. Mr. Clark of opened with very flattering prospects. It ance Society, are hereby notified that the many years in England and America has
Senate since that time—a period of 18 years Wells, the Convention adjourned accordingly.
bids fair to promote, extensively, the interests annual meeting of this Society will be held established their reputation, is needless :
—deservedly enjoying during the whole
The Convention met at one o’clock, P. M. of learning and morality, in this region. The in the vestry of the second parish, on Thurs Suffice it to observe, that for redundancy of
Opened with prayer by the Rev. Mr. Instructer is Mr. Carlton Parker, recently day the 25th inst., commencing at half past 6 Bile, Flatulence, Costiveness, Headache,
period the confidence and respect of his con
Morse of Biddeford.
from Waterville ; about seventy have enroll o’clock in the evening. An address is ex &c. &c. they will undoubtedly prove far
stituents.
The President being necessarily absent,
ed their names as pupils for this term, and pected.
more serviceable than those drastic purges
Dr. Joseph Gilman of Wells, was chosen there will, doubtless, be a much larger numb
Election of Officers and other business at too frequently employed, and will not only
Mr. Lyman was re-elected Mayor of the
in his room.
er
in
the
spring.
—
The
ordination
services
oc

the
close
of
the
public
services.
city of Boston on the 8th inst. by a nearly
at the same time tend to remove the offend
Mr. Brown of Vassal borough now address curred in the afternoon, in the Unitarian meet
JOHN FROST, Secretary.
ing cause by gentle motions, and strengthen
unanimous vote. Aidermen, Common-Coun- ed the Convention, and stated the object of ing-house, which was kindly tendered for the
Kennebunk, Dec. 20,1834.
the digestive organs, but improve the appe
cilmen and Ward Officers were elected the his visit to the Convention, being delegated purpose, as the Baptists have no meeting
by the Executive Committee of the Maine
tite and renovate the system.
HYMENEAL..
same day. The whig candidates were, with Temperance Society, to lay before them the house. The same civility was also proffered
by the Congregationalists.
The House,
Price 50 cents.
very few exceptions, successful.
subject of furnishing the families in the coun which is large, was well filled by an intelli
MARRIED—In Saco, Mr. John L. Merrill, to
ty with the Maine Temperance Herald.
gent and attentive audience. The services Mi»s Susan Whitney, both of Biddeford.
DR. RELFE’S
New Hampshire.—The whig Central Com
In Boston, by Rev. Dr. Wainwright, Mr.
Rev. Mr. Johnson from the committee on were as follows Invocation, by Rev. Mr. Lit
VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
mittee in New Hampshire have called a State Resolutions presented the following :
tlefield of Lyman ; Reading of the Scriptures, James Gaspard Maeder, to Miss Clara Fisher.
For Sick Headache, fyc. Price 50 cents.
Resolved, That this Convention approve of by Rev. Mr. Tripp of Kennebunk; Intro
Convention “ of Delegates and of the People,
OBITUARY.
the effort now making by the Executive
{Q^None genuine unless signed on the
to be holden at the Town Hall, in Concord, Committee of the State Society, to supply ev ductory Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Goodell of Great
Falls ; Sermon, by Rev. Mr. Hague of Bos
DIED—Th this town, on Monday last, a child outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
New Hampshire, on Tuesday, the 20th day ery family in this State with the Maine ton ; Ordaining Prayer, by Rev. Mr. Wil
of Mr. Daniel Gillpatrick.
etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
of January next, at 10 o’clock, A. M.—for the Temperance Herald, and that we individual liams of Dover; Charge to the Pastor,by
In Eliot, Mr. James Alfred Brooks, aged 23. the late Dr. W. T. Conway.
For sale,
ly
pledge
ourselves
to
use
our
best
exertions
Rev.
Mr.
Butler
of
North-Yarmouth
;
Right
In
Eliot,
11th
inst.
Miss
Mary
Shapleigh,
aged
purpose of nominating suitable candidates to
at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
to carry the measure contemplated into lull Hand of Fellowship, by Rev. Mr. Maginnis 34 years.
be supported at the next election for the offi and speedy execution within the County of
Drowned, in Berwick river, 10th inst. James street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
of Portland ; Address to the People, by Rev.
ces of Governor of this State and Represent- York.
Mr. Crawford of Portsmouth ; Concluding S. son of Capt. Joseph E. Hussey, of Somers- by his special appointment, bv
This resolntioa was supported in remarks Prayer, by Rev. M r. Ballard of S. I&rWick ; . worth, .tgvd 14 years and 10 months,
. atives i» the next Congress of the United
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
In Saco, 2d inst. Miss Mary N. daughter of
made by Rev. Mr. Clark of Wells, Mr. Skeele Benediction, by the Pastor elect.
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
States.”
Mr.
George
Jackson,
of
Hartland,
aged
26
years.
of Sanford, Rev. Mr. Johnson of Saco, Rev.
The Sermon was founded upon John v.
In North Berwick, 8th inst. Mrs. Elizabeth,
i' Mr. Oliphant of Wells, Mr. Bourne of Kenne- 30-42, and its subject was Chrtst’s own tes- „ifs
of Mr Mart So;d|
.
MEDIC AL~NOTICE.
Buzzell, one of the individuals charged bunk. Major Kimball of Lyman, and passed
¡VI ocQinhchin
Ho rioriuon tmm
«
.i
««
•«
*
timony tn
to liia
his Messiahship.
He
derived from
HE members of the York County Medi
In Portsmouth, Mrs Mary, widow of the late
with being concerned in the destruction of (unanimously.
his text, four distinct sources of argument Mr. Ichabod Emery of York, aged 42.
cal Society are hereby notified, that
Rev. Mr. Johnson submitted the following to prove the Messiahship, viz. the testimony
the Convent at Charlestown last summer, has
In Andover, Mrs. Mary, widow of the late Mr.
their next meeting, agreeable to previous ad
:
of John the Baptist, miracles, the voice of Moses Parker, aged 73.
been tried before the S. J. Court at East Cam- resolution
]
journment, will be on the 14th of January,
Resolved, That in
the
In Limington, 9th insst. Mr. Samuel Joy, aged precisely at 12 o’clock, at the house of Israel
God, opvatkiug
speaking from
..............
~ opinion of
\ this Con. .
vjruu,
nun heaven, and the declarabridge and acquitted. The trial occupied ten vention,« * ^'*3
the use and traffic in ardent, spirit jjQjjg of scripture.. The Charge was full of 53 years.
Chadbourn, in Alfred.
days. The tridl of three others, implicated as a drink are wicked and ought to be imme sound doctrine, and affectionate advice. The
In Buxton, Mrs. Betsey, wife of Mr. Eben
JOHN G. FARNUM, Secretary.
in the same offence, is now in progress, be diately abandoned.
Right Hand of Fellowship was, perhaps, Harmon, aged about 33.
Alfred, Dec. 11, 1834.
Supported
by
Rev.
Mr.
Clark
of
Wells,
the
most
deeply
affecting
of
all
the
services.
fore the same Court.
Rev. Mr. Johnson of Saco, Rev. Mr. Phelps, The speaker, (Mr. Maginnis,) alluded with
SHIP NEWS.
SheriiT’s Sale.
Saco and Biddeford Lyceum.—An intro and passed unanimously, the whole Conven much feeling to the circumstances of his first
AKEN on execution, and will be sold at
KENNEBUNK, DEC. 20, 1834.
tion rising.
acquaintance with the candidate,—it was
public vendue, on Saturday, the third
ductory lecture before this institution, by
Voted, That this Convention adjourn to £ when he was weighed down with the bur
MEMORANDA.
day of January A. D. 1835, at 10 o’clock in
John Neal, Esq. of Portland, was delivered past 6 o’clock, this evening, at this place.
den of sin, and was anxiously inquiring the
At Matanzas, 28th ult. brig Rupert, Rankin, the forenoon, at the house of Rufus Banks
The Convention met at half past six o’ way of salvation—he described his appear Bangor, for Boston, in 2 days.
on Wednesday evening last.—The Ports
in Saco, all the right in equity which Henry
At Cadiz, Oct. 19th, Com. Morris, for New H. Googins has of redeeming the following
ance at that time, and the contrast between
mouth Lyceum commenced its second course clock, agreeably to adjournment.
John Skeele was appointed President— it, and his expression of countenance, when Orleans ; Bohemia, in quar. ; Rival, Humburg, described real estate, viz : A certain lot of
of Lectures on the evening of the 2d inst.— Dr. Gilman having left town.
he saw him soon after rejoicing in having do.
At Gibraltar, Oct. 28th, James & Isabella, land situate in Saco, on the post road lead
Introductory Lecture by Rev. Mr. Burroughs
Prayer by the Rev. Mr. Wells.
found a Savior. He alluded, also, with much New
ing from Saco to Portland, and near Nathan
York, une.
On
motion,
it
was
voted
that
a
committee
of Portsmouth.
beauty ofdescription, to his changing the pro
iel Osgood’s, containing about one acre, with
Sailed
from
Cadiz,
Oct.22d,
Com.
Morris,
Per

of three be appointed to address a circular fession of law, for that of the ministry ; to
the Dwelling House, Store and Barn thereon
New Orleans.
Our exchange papers, from all quarters, letter to the several town Temperance Socie their mutual residence and acquaintance at kins,
Ar. at Baltimore, 7th inst. sch. Norway, Eme standing,—being the house, lot and buildings
complain of the prevalence of the influenza. ties in the County, requesting them to send Newton ; with real cordiality he then wel ry, Portland
lately occupied by said Googins.
At Mayagüez, P. R. 20th ult. brig Ponce,
The amount of incumbrances, and terms
Many of the good people in this vicinity are delegates to the annual meeting of the Coun comed him to his great work, and closed by
ty Society in February next, at Alfred, to a- wishing that, “ like his father he might live, Gould, for Wilmington, 5.
of sale will be more particularly stated, at the
afflicted, more or less heavily, with this dis dopt measures to increase the efficiency of like his father he might die, and like him be
At Fort Jackson, 24th ult. brig William, of time dnd place of sale.
order. Right fortunate is the man, woman the County Society.
received to heaven.” The whole audience this port.
B. DUNN, Dep. Sheriff.
Voted, That the Rev. Mr. Wells of Kenne were melted into tears. The Address to the
or child who steers entirely clear from “ this
Saco, Nov. 28, 1834.
bunk, John Skeele of Sanford, and Edward Church and Society, abounded in excellent
cold that’s going about.”
QT8* Particular Notice, «¿0
E. Bourne of Kennebunk, be said committee. and well-timed remarks, adapted to do much
H. MORSE, M. D. has located himOn motion, it was Resolved, That it be rec good. I will not forget to mention that the
• self in Kennebunk, and will be happy
The Argus has again changed hands. Mr.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber
Berry, late publisher of the Age, has purcha ommended to every Temperance Society in singing was of a superior character, and re to attend to the calls of all who may favor
for Newspapers, are requested to settle
the
County
to
hold
meetings
as
often
as
once
flected
much
credit
upon
the
singers.
him with their patronage.
sed an interest in it, and it will hereafter be
the same immediately. As he has many ac
The prospects of this new Society are very
Dr. M. may be found at the house recently counts
published by I. Berry & Co. The Argus is in a month.
of long standing, it becomes necessary
Advocated by Mr. Bourne, Mr. Skeele and fair, and I hope that the Lord will abundant occupied by Dr. Lillie, near Rev. Mr. Pow
to be published daily after the first of Janua
that they should be settled. Those who
Rev. Mr. Powers, and passed.
ly bless them in their new connection, and ers’ Church.
ry.—Portland Adv.
cannot pay immediately are requested to set
After prayer by the Rev. Mr. Powers,
make this, their first Pastor, the means of
Dec. 20, 1834.
[Mr. Condon has left the Saco Democrat
tle by Note. As it is his determination to
Voted, That this convention adjourn with‘ greatly promoting their spiritual prosperity.
have all his Accounts closed as soon as may
establishment and is hereafter to publish the out day.
They were organized into a Church last
HOUSE FRAME.
Age. The publication of the Democrat is
May. Their number then was seventeen, UVANTED to contract fbr a house frame, be—he assures those who neglect this call,
that all accounts which remain unsettled af
and four have since been added. May this
continued by Mr. J. Condon, jun.]
42 by 34.
WM. LORD.
ter the first of January next will be left with
little one become a thousand.
ANTI-SLAVERY LECTURES.
Dec. 19, 1834.
an Attorney for collection.
The Rev. Amos A. Phelps, Agent of the
Post Office Regulations.—The Greenfield
All persons indebted for advertising or oth
TAKE NOTICE.
Gazette says, “ In consequence of the extra American Anti-Slavery Society, visited this
From Zion’« [Portland] Advocate.
er articles, are requested to pay the same.
HE subscriber, having contracted with
ordinary order from the Post Office Depart place the first part of the present week, and
This notice, be hopes, will be attended to,
Mr. Hague’« address wm a performance of a
the overseers of the poor of the town as it will save him the necessity of resorting to
ment, prohibiting stages from carrying news gave the people of this village two lectures ; high order. He showed in the discussion of his
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong

papers, we shall be under the necessity of one of which was delivered on Sabbath eve subject that he was no stranger to moral and
more unpleasant measures.
sending our papers on the southern route by ning, in the Meeting-house of the Rev. Mr. intellectual philosophy. The views which he ing to said town, for the term of one year from
JAMES K. REMICH.
Powers,
and
the
other
on
Tuesday
evening,
date
hereof,
and
having
made
provision
for
the mail, until new arrangements can be made.
took of the mind were worthy of a Christian and
Kennebunk Gazette Office, ?
in
the
Meeting-house
of
the
Rev.
Mr.
Wells.
The Postmaster General seems determined
a philosopher. His theme was, an argument for that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
October 25,1834.
$
that a portion of the eight hundred thousand
Notwithstanding neither Mr. Powers nor the education of the mind derived from its nature. boring or supporting any of said paupers on
his account.
dollars spent by him in rewarding the Jack- Mr. Wells entertained the same opinions with In order to make his subject clear he stated—
NOTICE.
JAMES HOBBS.
son partisans shall be raised by a tax upon Mr. Phelps, they readily opened their re 1. That the mind has a spiritual nature. That
which thinks and reasons and remembers and wills, is
N consideration of the long and faithful
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
________
the Press. We should like to know whether spective houses to him, to hear the claims of
services of my son, Howard Shapleigh,
this order extends to Mr. Isaac Hill, or is the poor, degraded, suffering African, in this SP2.lt It has an intellectual nature. The mind will not
I hereby relinquish to him all claims to his
meant to operate only upon refractory Mas free, Christian land, presented to the consid be satisfied unless the intellect is fed and nourished.
future services and earnings. He is at per
The adaptation of the Bible to supply the wants of man
sachusetts?’
.
eration of the People.
ANTED immediately at this office^ a fect liberty to act and trade for himself.
is
clearly
seen
in
its
giving
instruction
on
those
very
Q?3 Th ere must be some mistake in this
lad of from 14 to 15 years of age, as
WILLIAM SHAPLEIGH.
Mr. Phelps’ first lecture embraced the con points where the light of nature and human reason fail.
matter.--We can hardly believe an order of
It casts light upon the unknown future, answers all rea
an apprentice to the Printing-business. He
Parsonsfield, Oct. 24,1834.
sideration
of
the
nature
and
the
evils
of
slave

the kind would be issued by the Post Office
sonable enquiries, and points to happiness and glory.
must be of correct habits ai^d possessed of a
3. Il has a moral nature.
The grand point of dis
Department, for the reason that it would be ry in this country.
The second, took into consideration the tinction between man and the lower orders of creation good common school educatton.
utterly nugatory. You might as well prohib
Gazette Office, Kennebunk, Dec. 18, 1834.
is his conscience—that which decides upon what is right
it stages from carrying passengers or baggage, remedy for slavery :—this was, such a change and upon what is -wrong. This faculty is not found in
N elegant dapple grey
as newspapers. Certainly we have not heard in public opinion, throughout the non-slave the brutes that perish. It is the distinguishing charac
Horse, only six years
of any such regulation in New Hampshire. holding and slave-holding states, as would ul teristic of man—a part of his nature.
old, sound, and kind in any
ENESSEE
FLOUR,
of
prime
quality,
4.
It
has
a
social
nature.
The
notion
of
Hobbs
and
timately
enact
such
laws,
in
every
slave-hold

The Greenfield editor, if he looks into the
harness, sold for no fault,—
other theoretical philosophers was shown to be
just received and for sale by
matter, will probably find it some trick of con ing state, as would destroy the existence of some
unfounded. Even in infancy, our social nature develnot
having
employ sufficient for
owner
WM.
LORD.
tractors or drivers, who dislike the trouble of slavery.
opes itself; W ith what evident pleasure does one child
WM. LORD.
him.
Dec. 19,1834.
distributing newspapers.—Concord Statesman.
We think Mr. Phelps an able and ingenu look upon another to see the sparkling eye and the de
Kennebunk, Dec. 12,1834.
ous expositor of the doctrines of Abolition ;— lighted countenance ? Would we enjoy all the pleas
ures of Society, and discharge all the duties we owe it,
RUSSM DHPEH.
Samuel Hoar elected/—The Boston Atlas gives one who will make the abiding impression our social nature must be cultivated.
HE TOKEN and Atlantic Souvenir, for
ga
PIECES RUSSIA DIAPER, just
the returns of votes for member of Congress in of conviction from principle, wherever he
5. The mind has a sensitive nature. Refer ’1? " r received and for sale at reduced
1835. Just received and for sale by
District No. 4, from which it appears that Samu may come in contact with ingenuous, unprej ence was here made to a young lady who resided
DANIEL REMICH.
prices.
WM.
LORD.
el Hoar (whig) is elected to Congress. The vote udiced and benevolent minds.
in Germany, and who when ¿offering extreme
Kennebunk, December 10,1834.
stands for Hoar 1399, Lincoln 451, Russell 374, |
Dec.
19,1834.
Communicated,
ly from indisposition^ was accustomed to speak
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At a Court of Probate holden at North-Berwick, 03-15 DOLLARS REWARD/ VEGETABLE
within and for the County of York, on the
QTRAYED or stolen from the
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
RHEUMATIC DROPS.
first Monday in December, in the year of our
premises ofthe subscriber,
TÉfeTltuklW FATHERS.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty four, by
ANY articles are before the public
in North Berwick, Me.onM.onBY MRS. HEMÀNSthe Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
day night, TOth inSt. a Light Grey
as a cure for that most obstinate
The breaking waves dashed high,
said Court:
Horse, about 10 years old, dark Mane and j and tormenting disease, the Rheumatism .;
AS constantly on hand an extensive as
On a stern and rock bound coast ;
sortment of
N the petition of Affa Eaton, executrix Tail, part ofthe Mane cropped off near the , an(j ^rom c|ose observation we are led to
And the woods against a stormy sky,
of the last will of Noah Eaton, late of bead-Mane bangs natprally half on each
hat
they
Have,
to
a
very
great
exTheir giant branches tossed.
Wells, in said county,, deceased, representing
side the neck. The rump and hinder parts
f
f
.
W’1» produce that desirable result :
And the heavy night hung dark,
that the personal estate of said deceased not rather darker than the rest of the body.- |
The hills and the waters o’er,
specifically bequeathed, is not sufficient to pay The horse was newly shod, and 2 or 3 ofthe j and may it not be attributed to the fact, that
When a band of exiles moored their bark
the just debts which he owed at the time of shoes were cracked by punching the nail articles said to cure this troublesome disor
On the wild New England shore.
his death by the surn of three hundred and holes. The horse is perfectly kind, and gen der, are also recommended to cure almost
Not as the conqueror comes,
ninety seven dollars and ninety cents, and tle in disposition.
every disease with which our frail bddiés
They the true-hearted came,
A reward of $10 will be given for the re- are attacked, and in their preparation that
praying for a license to sell and convqy so
lc lc
Not with the roll of the stirring drum,
much of the real estate of said deceased as cpvery of the Horse and reasonable charges object is kept in view, viz : to have the among the School Books are the following:
Or the tribmpet that singiKof fame.
may be necessary for the payment of said paid, and $5 for the apprehension of the medicine a core for all diseases?
Faley’s Natural Theology, with Paxton’s Ik I
Thief, or $1'5 for both.
debts and incidental charges :
Not as the flying come,
lustrations ;
The Vegetable Rheumatic Drops are of
JACOB ALLEN.
ORDERED—That the, petitioner give no
In silence and in. fear,—
I
fered to the public as a remedy for Rheuma Nichols’ Natural Theology ;
They shook the depths of. the desert’s gloom, tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
North Berwick, Nov. 13, 1834.
.^mejlie
’
s
Philosophy
of
,Natural
History,
(¡m.
With their hymns of lofty cheer.
tism, and as.no case is known where a per
and to all persons interested in said es
proved by Ware ;)
FEATHERS ! FEATHERS ! !
tate, by causing a copy of this order to be
Amidst the storm they sang !
UST received a prime assortment. For fect cure, was not effected, We are justified Abercrombie’s Philosophy ;
published
in
the
:
Kehnebunk
Gazette,
print

in
declaring,
it
a
valuable
medicine
for
thâ't
And the stars heard and the sea !
sale very cheap by
'
Upham’s Mental Philosophy ;
And the sounding aisles of the dim woods rang, ed in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
painful disease; and'for no other is it recom Nuttall’s Botany ;; Lincoln’s do, ;
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
To the Anthem of the Free '
Successively, that they may appear at a Pro
mended.— Price 50 cents.
North Berwick, Nov; 21, 1834.
3m.
Bigelow’s Plants of Boston and its vicinity;
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
The ocean eagle soared
¡Conversations on Vegetable Physiology ;
CERTIFICATES.
County, on the first Monday in January
From his nest by the white wave’s foam,
Grund’s Chemistry ; Comstock’s do. ;
Messrs. Crosbys Co. ■
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
And the rocking pines of the forest roared—
TRAYED into the enclosure ofthe sub
.Blake’s Natural Philosophy ; . Grund’s do..;
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
An
apprentice
of
mine
having
Thi^.was their welcome home !
scriber, on dr about the 12th instant, a
Blake’s Astronomy; Grund’s do.; Vose’s do.; ,
of said petition should not be granted.
for many months so much afflicted Grammar of Elocution ;
i
. What sought they thus afar ?
light red heifer calf, having a'stârin the forebeen

Attest,
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register. .
Bright je wels of the mine ?
|
head; and a spot of white over each eye.— with the Rheinnatisni. in one of his knees, Geography of the Heavens, with a Map;
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
The wealth of seas, the spoils of war ?—
Thé owner shall have said calf, by proving .as to be ùpfit. for labor ;{iand;after trying on Flint’s Lectures upon Natural History, Geob i
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
They sodght a faith’s pure shrine.
ogy, Chemistry, the application of . Steam, I
•property and paying charges.
him manyipopular medicines,! applied your
Dec. 6.
and interesting discoveries in the Arts—a ,
WILLIAM CLARK.
Ay ! call.it holy, ground,
Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in a
At a Court of Probate held at, Alfred, within
valuable work ;
Wells, Nov. 20, 1834.
Thé spot where first they trod,—
short time effected a perfect cure : and it
and for the County .of York, on the? first
They have left unstained what, there they found,
Watts on the Improvement of the Mind ;
has
now
been
more
than
six
months,
and
Freedom to worship God !
Monday in November, in the year of oitr Lord
Ne wman’s Rhetorick ; Blair’s do. ;
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
LL Arsons indebted to thé subscriber by without any new attack of the disêase, al Whelpiey’s Compend of History,, with ques- j
though
the
boy
has
been
frequently
expo

TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
Honourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of
■ • Lions ;
., ,
;
note or account are requested to call,
sed
SCLld
•
Tytler’s
do.
do. with
do.;
settle and pay the same, by the first of Janu
 to damps and rains. .
[From the Charleston Courier of 27th ult,]
AMES DORRANCE,, administrator of ary next. ((^’Particular attention is solicit
English,Teacher ; Lessons in Enunciation ;
ROBERT CUTLER.
EFFECTS OF INTEMPERANCE.
the estate of Andrew Greene, late of ed to this notice, as all accounts which’ remain . Columbus, O.r10th Nov., 1832Alger’s Murray’s Exercises ; Murray’s Key ;
Kennehunk-port, in said county, deceased,
Grund’s Solid Geometry ; do. Plane do.;
unsettled at that time will be left With an at
'The ship. Boston, Capt. Mitchell, ar
I
do
hereby
certify,
that
I
Was
afflicted
having presented his .first account of admin- torney for settlement.
Holbrook
’s first Lessons in Geometry ;
rived at this port yesterday, from New istration of the estate of said deceased, for al\Vith the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev Colburn’s Algebra ; Bailey’s do ;
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
Yqrk.
Capt.
M. reports,
that at .half lowanee: and also his -private' account against Kennebunk-pert, Nov. 20, 1834.
en y'ëâï'ï; so that I Was unable to attend to Flint’s Surveying : Gibson’s do. ; Hale’s do.;
.
.
.
past 7 o’clock, P. M. on the 21st inst. the estate of said deceased for allowance:
my business,one third,of the time. In that Gummere’s do.;
’ ' seamen, natDed James M. ORDERED—That the said administrator
time I tried every thing I.could hear of that Parley’s first book of History ; do. second do.;
one of" his
NOTICE.
. had "Been CQmphining give notice to all persons interested, by caus A LL personé indébtéd tó C'ápt. Samüel, L. was recommended to cure the complaint, Goodrich’s. U. S. History, with Emerson’s
ing a copy of this order to be published three
questions ;
ffiach of th$ effeefs of intemperance du weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga 2jL BRAGDbN, by book account or note, áre but found nq relief, and in fact 1 had almost Walch’s Book Keeping ;
requested to calf on the subscribers and set despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832
ring IJie twO days they had been at sea, zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, tle and pay the Samé immediately, il they
Parker’s Exercises in Composition.
Wen!Into the forecastle, armed with a tha,t they may appear at a Probate Court to ’wish to save cost, as the books and notes are I was:at Columbus, at which time ! was not Hall’s Lectures : do. do. to Female Teachers;
able to get on to my horse without help. A
long sheath knife, which,he had sharp be held at Alfred, imsaid county, on the first left with’them for collection.
friend of mine advised me to purchase a Infant School Manual ; Infant School Cards;
Monday iff January next, at ten of the clock
.
JOHN
RANKIN,
Juvenile Lyre, for Primary Schools.
ened in, the afternoon, and stabbed two in the forenoon,, and;shew cause, if any they
bottle of Messrs. 0. & S. Crosby & Co’s.
WILLIAM
GOÓCH.
m§n who . were sleeping in their births have,, why the said account shquld not be al Wells, Nov. 18, 1834.
Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which I did, Dorinegan’s Greek & English Lexicon ;
,
r-^one named John Lewin, (on whose lowed.
and’applied as directed, and found immédi Greek Testament ; Greek, Reader;
Attest,, VIm. Cptter, Allen, Register.
"
‘
^tore
f&r
or
to
JLvt.
chest was painted u John Lewin Doug A true
ate reliéf, and I am perfectly cured—as it Greek Lessons ;
copy—Attest,
.
■
THE Store recently occüpied by Mr. Wtá. has now been more than six months and I Gould’s Virgil ; Latin Reader ;
las,”) said to be from Liverpool, and
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Latin Tutor ; Latin Lessons ;
Williams will he let on reasonable
Charles ; Pendleton, said -to be from
terms, or will be Sold at a low price. The have never had, a return of the pain—al Ciceronis Orationes ; Anthon’s Sallust
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held.at
dforth-Bérloick,
Stonington, Connecticut. Both were ’ within andfor the county of York, on thé first Storé is in good repair,.and is á góód stand though in the winter (if 1832—3, I pur CaesaPs Commentaries;
stabbed near the navel, a single blow Monday in December, in lhe year ôf our L'àrd for business. For further particulars enquire chased a droye ,qf cattle and, bqgs, and drove Greek, Latin & French Gratninars ;
them across the Alleghany mountains to Recueil Choisi.
JOHN LORD.
being* given t6 each. The intestines •eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Ifon. of
Philadelphia market, .and was exposed American first class book ; National Reader;
protruded, from the wounds, and, were WILLIAM - !A. HAYE&, Judg'e of baid Kennebunk, December 4, 1834.
through the tour to cold and rain. l ean Introduction to N. Reader; Young Reader;
Court
:
observed to be much, cut—and both
cheerfully recommend it to all who are af Analytical Reader ; Introduction to do.;
TEPHEN MITCHELL, administrator of
expired in the course of twenty min
OR salé by. the subscriber.
Sequel to Analytical Reader ;
flicted with the Rheumatism.
the estate of'Daniel Mitchell, ]ate of Ken
WILLIAM LORD.
Scientific Class Book ; Leavitt’s Easy Les
utes. At the time this bloody deed
nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, having December 4, 1834.
WM. COCHRAN.
sons ; Sequel to do. ;
was committed (wojof the crew were presented his first account of administration
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
Moral Class Book ; Classical Reader ;
reading on the’opposite Side of the fore of the estate of said deceased^ for allowance : " , Keal Estáte'-For Sale.
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN Political Class Book ; English Reader ;
castle,, and on hearing exclamations, and also his private account against the es
rp HE.'subscriber offers for sale LILLIE, Kennebunk; Nathan Kendall, Academical Speaker ; American Reader ;
tate of said deceased u .
X his'Hdiise and the land ad- Alfred; Wm. C. Sfimpsbn, & Co. No. 134, Biblical Reader ; Pronouncing Testament,
from the wounded men, they looked up
ORDERED—That the said administra
h joining, pléasáptly'situated in the South Side, Faneitil Hall ; Rogers, & Co.
and discovered the assassin making tor gi ve notice to all persons interested;: by
Primers—Worcester’s, Wood’s New York,
towards .them with the knife in his hand causing a copy ofthis order to be published _ , JC village of Kenpebunk. The dwel No.
and IQ, Commercial Street ; S. N. New England, Barnum’s first and second
hqiise isi two storips.high, well finished Brewer, & brothers, No. 90 and/fij, IKash- books.
r—one of them drew his sheath knife, three weeks Successively in.the Kennebunk { lingand was built but a few years ago. The
Boo^s—Webster’s New, WorcesGazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
coun

and brandishing it at the assaSsin, caus ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court whole or a paig of the land would ■ behold inglon ¿>t. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, terSpelling
’s Primary, Emerson’s National, Introduc
ed him to run up the ladder on the deck, to be field at Alfred, in said county, onthe first with the House, as would best suit fee pur Cornhill, Boston.
tion to National, Kelley’s
Marshall’s.
Dictionaries—Webster’s Octavo & Schoel;
the two m^h folltitVing in pu^ujt, and Monday in January next, at ten! of4 the Clock chaser«. Possession would be given in De
cember
next.
It
will
fie
sold
at
a
fair
price
Walker’s & Johnson’s.
hallowing to those on deck,, for the pur in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they and on good, terms. Persons wishing to pur
Grammars—Putnam’s Murray, (abridg
pose of warfiing them of their danger. have, why the said: accounts should not be chase áre invited to call and examine the • - [Price reduced to 25 cenls.] '
ment;) Murray’s Jargii, Ingersoll’s, Smith’s
allowed.
;
The chief officer, hearing the disturb
premises.
Which curés in less than one hour’s appli Productive, Greenleaf’s & Greene’s.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register:
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of ihe
cation. See directions.
Arithmeticks—Colburn’s first Lessons; Se
ance, was in the act.of going forward, A true copy,—Attest,
'Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
Wai. Cutter Allen, Register.
HE character of this celebrated Oint-' quel to db’,Smith’s, Welch’s (improved,) Em
when he observed Hardy running, aft
([/^Persons indefited.' to the subscriber are JL ment stands unrivalled for being à safe, erson’s first part, do. second do., Walch’s, Ad
and attempted to stop him, when the Dec. 6.
requested to call anil riiake immediate pay Speedy and certain cure for that loathsome ams’ & Scholar’s.
wretch stabbed him in the side, but Ata Coûrt of Probate Holden at North-Berwick, ment, in order that he may be enabled to disease called thé Itch—and for all kinds of Keys to Colburn’s Sequel and Emerson’s
fortunately the knife did not penetrate wfihin andfor the County of York, on thefirst meet the demands against him.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar second part ;
H. CHADBOURNE.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
Geographies
Atlases—Goodrich’s Make
the body, as it struck upon one of his Monday of December, in the year of our Lord
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
• The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, Brun, Olney’s, Woodbridge’s, Goodrich’s,
ribs. The mate then seized a hand Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
which are so eminently useful for removing Cummings’ and Blake’s Universal.—Parley’s,
spike, and .running aft, met Hardy, who of said Court :
all Jaundice ahd Billions complaints.
Blake’s & Brinsmade’s first lessons in Geog
had chased the. man from the wheel,
N the ^petition of Stephen Perkins, a
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale by raphy.
Clillpatrick &. Hillard,
and a passenger from off the quarter
creditor of the estate of James A. Piper,
Miscellaneous—Child’s Own book of Am
JOHN LÏIAAE, Kennebunk,
.Vj|. “AVE for sale, at their. Store in Kepneerican Geography; Young Astronomer; Ma
late of Kennebünkrport, in said county,
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
debk, ahd knocked him down, and in
praying that administration of the JlX bunk, (next door east of Phineas ' Wholesale by
yor’s Botany ; Parley’s Arithmetic ; Child’s
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
attempting to secure him, received an deceased,
estate of said deceased may begranted;to said Stevens’Silver Smith’s Shop,)
and Renshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney. Hastings, do. by Fowle ; Blake’s conversations on com
other very bad wound in the side of the Stepfien : , .
.. .
A large assortment of S7'O VE Sconsisting of : Marsh & Co. W. G. Stimpson. Low and Reed, .L P. mon things ; Polite Learning, &c. &c.
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
'face. .At this' time, all on board were ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
€®(;kfng Stoves ;
BIBLES & TESTAMENTS, a great vari
be addressed to Jess'e.Daniell,Dedham, Mass.
alarmed—the second officer came out tice thereof to airpersons interested in said' es
ety—Scott’s, complete, in 3 vols. 8vo., at $7;
Parlour
Cloves
;
ESox
Stoves,
tate,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
of 'his room on deck, secured the mur'Commissioners’ Notice.
Quartos, in a variety of bindings, with and
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed , suitable for Meeting Houses, .School Houses,
HE subscribers having /been appointed, without apocrypha, concordance, references,
'¿erer, and tpok the ’knife from him, af published
in Kennebunk,in said county, three weeks Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
•• .
by the Judge of Probate for the Coun psalms, .plates and maps ; Octavos, some el
ter. which, he was ironed and put into successively, thât thëÿ maÿ appear at a Pro also—An assortment of
ty of York, Commissioners to, receive and
egant ; Duodecimos and Pocket, of all prices.
bate,.Court to be .holden at Alfred, in said
the lower hold.
examine the claims of the creditors to the Pronouncing and Common Testaments, of all
' FIRE FRAME’S.
; The next morning, before the two county; on the first Monday in January
estate of
sizes and prices.
Cast iron Men JfKoutJis.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
ABNER COUSINS
warns were committed to the'deep, the .next,
Persons wishing jo purchase: are invited to .late of Kennebunk, in sajd County, deceased,
arid shèw cause, if any they have, why the
wpeAch that took their lives was placed prayer of said petition Should not be granted. call and exqmine'fpr themselves.’ They bave
represented insolvent, give notice that six
near them, and told’to look and see the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Açlen, Règister.
pn’ hand ¡an extensive assortment, of different months,from the 3d day of November instant, Such as Ledgers, ruled for double or single
entry ; Wastes ; Journals ; Day Books of all
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
.sizes,
all
ofyvhicb
wilj.be
sold
at
very
low
effects mtemperajice. IJe manifest
have been allowed said creditors, to. bring in sizes ; Long and common Quarto Account
Wm. CuttRegister.
prices.
...
.
;
and prove their claims ; and that we will at
ed very little feeling or emotion. When
Record Books, a great variety
December 6.
*'
(¿¿t’Stove Apparatus , furnished at tend to the duties of our appointment, at fee Books
asked his reasons for thus killing two
short notice. ([/’’Funnel made and repaired. office of John Frost in said Kennebunk, on Memorandums of almost every description ;—
Justiqe’s Records ; Note Books.; Alphabets»
inhoe'en’t menf who had never offended Jit a Court pf Rrobafe held at Alfred, with ,... Kennebunk, Sept. 26; .1834.
the .last .Monday pf £Jov^ instant, andon the
Albums, with-, and without plates—bound
him,, answered that he did not know— in and fbf the county of fork, on the first
last Mondays of the five following months, in embossed morocco and plain.
1
Monday
of
November,
in
the
year
of
our
«never knew,them before he came on
from 2 to 5 o’clock 1-. M.
Writing and Cyphering Books, ruled or un
eighteen hundred and.thiidy-fpUr, by the
Dated the 4th day of Nov. 1834.
board the ship, to his knowledge—had Lord
ruled,—by the dozen or singly.
Honorable WM. A. HAYES,* Judge of said
JOHN FROST,
^served in Britis h men of war, and had
JAMES OSBORN, Jr.
1VTATHAN
D.
APPLETON,
guardian
of
never killed or wounded any one ~b,eYJTAjS for .sale at his Shop in KennebunkPost, Foolscap and Pot Writing Pa
Jbne, except in battle* • Pendleton was .•diy-' Stilbhan B. Allen,a minor and grand- JLJL ' port, a large assortment of
COOTIISSIOMIEBS?. NOTICE, per,Folio
chtid^bfE/ts/M
Allen,
late
of
Sanford,
in
said
Nos. 1 & 2. Fine and Superfine white,
about 40 and Lewin 24 years of age— county, esquire, deceased, having fires’ehted
fin
HE
’
sunscribei's
jhavlrig
been
appointed
STORES, viz :
blue, pink anti st raw-coloured Letter Paper;
the latter is said to have left.a wi'fe afid his first account of guardianship> of his said 7 different patterns of COOKING STOVES JL by the Judge of Probate for the Cpyn- Water-lined, gilt-edged and satin-surfa
ty
ofYprk,
to
receive
and
examine
the
claims
child in thp city of New Yprk. ftardy ward .for allowance'1 '
,
, ..
ced do. English & American Drawing Pa
and a variety of FIRE FRAMES.
of creditors to the estate of
ORDERED—TfiaX. the said guardian
pers—various in size, quality and price.
is about 29 years of age.
ALSO,
JOTHAM
BENNETT,
White, blue, green, pink and ; straw-coloured
gltienoticb to all person's'rffterdsted, .by paus
SIX
PLATE
&
BOX
STOVES,
late
of
York,
in
said
County,
yeoman,
deceas

Tissue Paper. English, French and Ameri
ing a dopy of this orddf to be published three suitable for Meetipg-hpuses, School-houses,
ed, represented insolvent, hereby give notice can Fancy Papers—all colors. Marble Pa
PROBATE NOTICES.
“Weeks succbkSivbly' in the Kennebunk Ga.Stores, Shops, &c*, which he will sell as rea that.six months from November fe JSSf, are pers, a great variety. Burnished and unbur'zcttb,
printed
at
Kenhebunk,
in
said
county,
At a Court of Prb^^'è^MffJ^^lhfBer^ick,
sonable as can be purchased in Boston or allowed said' creditors to bring in and prove' nished, plain and embossed Gilt Paper. Rico
that they may appear at a Probate 'Court to
theit dlaims ; and that we will attend the ser Paper, all colors. Common Colored Paper.
ivithin andfor the countf of Yo^kj bnthfhrst ’be’held' at Alfred, in said cbtintyj, on the elsewhere.
ALSO,
'
‘
vice assigried us, at the store df Wm. Bourn, Tracing Paper ; Morocco Paper, all colors;
Monday of December,intheyear of our Lord first, .Mopdey Jn .January next';’at fen of
A good' assortment of TIN WARE— in 'Wells, on the last Friday of Nov. instant,, Pasteboard. Bonnet Paper. Ticket Paper
eighteen hundred ànd-thirty-four, by the Hon the bldck’ih the forenoon, and shqw cause, if
ourableWILLIAM A. HAYES, Judgfpf any they have, why 'the said accdunt should Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made and on the last Fridays of the five following, —Velvet Scnibs ;r Camel’s Hair Pencils;
and repaired at short notice.
months, from two* to four o’dloek in the after Drawing Pencils and Crayons ; Water Col
■ ■ said' Court : ■ " ■ ■
s
allowed.
_ . .
,
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834.
6m
noons of said days.
T A0OB HORSOM, Executor of the last not be
■ - Allkst, AVm: Cutter A tLfck; ¿Register.
ors in boxes; cakes Paint separate. QUILLS,
john ankin
♦J will kif. John Horsorn, late of Lebanon, A true, cqpy—Attest, . , q H'/./ • $
a good assortmen t, of Various qualities and pri
WILLIAM BQURN.
in said county, yeoman, deceased; having
, Wk.> Cutter. Allen, Register;
ces. Steel and Bronze Pens. Lead Pencils.
AOTICE.
presented*his first àécount of administration -Nov, ^2.
HE subscriber having contracted with . Wells, Nov. 10,1834.
Waters. Sealing Wax. Visiting Cards. Inof the estate of said deceased for alloWände :
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
dellible Ink. India Rubber. Black Lines.
ORDERED—That the said .Executorgive
A fine assortment* of ‘Penknives. Pocket,
poor of said town for pne year, hereby gives
DQtidktu all pm-fens, interested, by. causing a
dress and fine-tooth Combs. Silver evernotice that he has made suitable provision for
copy of this order to be published three FOR sale by the subscriber. It is a first them at the town Wbrfi-House, and hereby
pointed Pencil Cases. Common do. Lead
Weeks sucdessively in the Kennebunk Gazette,
rate instrument with Patent Brass forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
FFERS for sale; Fur Seal and Nutra Points. Gunter’s Scales and Dividers. Par
-printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that scréws. Thé Vibl is very large and powerful, of the Paupers of said .town, as he,is deter
allel. Rulers. Walkden’s English Black Ink
• CAPS—latest fashion.
they may Appear at a Probate Court to beheld and welladapted for Public* Worship,. It mined to pay no bill for their support.
A good assortment of Hair Seal Caps for in ‘bottles; American red arid black do. in do..
at Alfred, in said county, on the first Mon will be sold low. Apply to!
Red and black Ink-powder. Wedgewood,
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
men and boys—very low.
day in January next, at ten of the clock
;
JOHN LILLIE.
One Bale Prime Buffalo Robes.
Block-tin, Glass and Pocket Inkstands. Sti
Kennehdnk, May 1,1834.
’
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Kennebunk, Dec. 5,1834.
Gentlemen’s Fur Collars and Gloves.
lettoes. Cologne Water. Tooth, Hair and
have, why the said account should not be
Shoe Brushes. Liquid and Paste Blacking,
~~ HAY. ’ ~~
• Kennebunk, Nov, 1,1834.
allowed.
FUR CAPES
Leather Preservative. Blacking Powder.
Jüteir,'Wm. CüTTèR Allen, Register: I
milE subscriber is now purchasing Hay. A QUANTITY of first rate Cheese for Calf-skin and Morocco Pocket Books and
OR Ladies. EorsaJe by
A true copy,—
2k salebv . . ,
WM. LORD.. Wallets. Court Plaster, &c. &c. &c.
JL
, WM. LORD.
WILLIAM SAFFORD.
< : Wm; Gutter Allen, Register.
Kennebunk, Nrivrihaber 28,1834..
Nov. 5,18M
Kennebunk, Nov., 5,1834.
Kennebunk, Dec. 5,1834.
Dec. 6. :

Books & Stationary

POETRY
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O

MisceWaneous and School
Books-Stationary Sb Fan
cy Articles • Blank Ac
count Books *, Paper
Hangings, & . & .
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Blank Books,

Stoves & Fire' Frame's.
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